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INTRODUCTION

There is currently a lack of data on the operator's ability to perform flight and weapon system
management functions under a high G environment. A few studies have, however, investigated tracking
performance during acceleration (Rogers, 1973 ;3 Glaister & Lisher, 1976)1, while Usher & Glaister (1987)2

examined the effect of acceleration on performance of a reaction time task. The ability to correctly track
enemy targets and respond with appropriate countermeasures is dependent upon the operator's ability
to perform both perceptual/motor and cognitive functions. At the present, not enough information is
available to determine how these two functions operate under high G. More importantly, before an
assessment can be made regarding performance under high G, an appropriate experimental
methodology must be developed to capture subject date during very brief (perhaps 15 seconds or less)
performance sessions. To exceed this performance window at high G would place the subject at risk.
The challenge, therefore, lies in developing performance assessment tasks in which a "sufficient' amount
of data can be collected during very brief time periods.

In addition to the problem of collecting performance data during brief exposures to different G
levels, there is also the problem of interpreting the performance data. More specifically, are G-induced
performance decrements due to non-cognitive factors such as visual narrowing and distortion, cognitive
processing deficits, or both? To entirely understand any G-induced performance changes, the sensory
and cognitive components of performance need to be distinguished.

The purpose of this investigation was to design both a perceptual/motor task as well as a task to
measure cognitive decrement in human subjects exposed to a high-G environment. The present study
has eliminated the above mentioned potential confounds that typically surround acceleration research.
Two tasks were developed and evaluated in this investigation. The primary objective of this research
was to develop and validate the utility of perceptual/motor and cognitive tasks for eventual incorporation
Into a subsequent investigation, that will examine the effect of high G on these performance measures
as a function of type of seat supination: fixed versus inclined.

METHOD

SUBJECTS

Subjects consisted of 15 Naval Air Development Center (NADC) employees, 3 females and 12 males,
who volunteered in response to a request for subjects placed in the Base newsletter. Subjects ranged
in age from 27 to 56 years with a mean of 39 years. All subjects reported having normal or corrected
to normal vision. Subjects reporting the use of medications or similar substances that might affect
performance were not included in the investigation.

EXPERIMENTAL TASKS

The experiment was conducted on a Zenith 286 microcomputer utilizing the keyboard and mouse
for response inputs. The arrangement of the computer was of a normal desktop configuration, with the
monitor placed above and behind the keyboard, and the mouse to the right. Subjects were allowed to
position themselves in any manner that was most comfortable for them. The two tasks designed for the
experiment included (1) a perceptual/motor tracking task, and (2) a cognitive task (with two levels of
difficulty), positioned on the display so that the cognitive task was directly below the tracking task. The
perceptual/motor tracking task consisted of two moving lines, one vertical and one horizontal, presented
in a two dimensional plane (see Figure 1),

The objective of the tracking task was to keep the crossbars centered in the marks via mouse
inputs. The cognitive task consisted of computer generated sets of four symbols presented

1
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Figure 1. Perceptual -Motor Task.
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imultaneously to the subject and displayed until the subject responded. The sets were presented at
an irter-stimulus rate of 0.6 seconds. Each of the symbols had an assigned value associated with it,
which remained cunstant throughout the experiment. The symbols used were a square, circle, a plus
sign, and a triangle. The values associated with these symbols were one, two, three, and four,
respectively (see Figure 2).

Subjects were required to interpret the corresponding values associated with each symbol. These
values were given in the instruction sheet and remained visibly displayed to the subject on an individual
reference sheet throughout the entire experimental session. The cognitive task consisted of two different
conditions. In the first condition, labeled Condition A, subjects were required to discern whether "odd"
or "even" symbols (based on the symbols' associated values) were of a majority set presented in each
trial. The second condition, Condition B, as similar to Condition A, in that the subjects were io
determine which type of symbols, "odd" or "even', were of the majority depicted in the symbol set.
Once determined, however, the subjects then calculated the numerical sum of the tMe majority symbols'
corresponding values and compared this sum to a given target value displayed below the symbol set
(see Figure 3)

The symbol sets were randomly generated with the following constraints: (1) the symbols in the set
could not all be the same type: (2) the symbols in the set could not be all different; this is because
neither "odd" or "even" would be of a majority, and for the same reason, two-of-a-kind pairs of "odd" and
"even" could not appear in the same set; (3) for Condition A, "odd" and "even" sets of symbols would
have an equal ratio of "odd" sets and "even" sets; (4) same constraint as above for Condition B, except
that 50 percent of the time the target value would be greater than the sum of the majority symbols, and
50 percent of the time it would be less. A specific keyboard input was used to record the responses
in each of the conditions.

For this experiment, the [A] and [F] keys were chosen in response to keys to be used In Condition
A, the [A] key corresponded to the majority of the symbols being "even" and the [F] key to the majority
being "odd*. In Condition B, the [A] key corresponded to the sum of the numerical values of the
majority symbols being less than the display target value, and the [F] key corresponded to the same
of the numerical values of the majority symbols being greater than the target value. For example, given
the trial set consisting of a circle, plus sign, triangle, and another circle, the corresponding values for
these symbols is 2 (circle). 3 (plus sign), 4 (triangle), and 2 (circle), with the "even' symbols being in the
majority. The sum of these symbols equals eight. If the target value is nine, the correct response would
be [A] since It is less than the target value displayed. Response feedback, in the form of an auditory
tone, was given to each subject following each keyboard input. A high pitched tone denoted a correct
response and a low pitched tone an incorrect response. Auditory feedback was initially given to
promote learning the tasks, and continued in the experimental sessions to maintain a high level of
motivation

As pointed out earlier, the unique feature of this study was the development of a methodology to
assess the role that cognitive or non-cognitive factors play in task performance at high G. In order to
answer this question, two cognitive task conditions, A and B, were developed along the same lines as
a traditional Steinberg (1969)' task. While It Is true that Task A is a cognitive task, we also assume that
it Involves some non-cognitive features (e.g. the sensory system must be involved in the Initial stages
of feature discrimination). It is also true that Task B includes both cognitive, and to a lesser extent, non-
cognitive factors. However, in the case of Task B, an additional cognitive processing stage is included
(the classification of the total sum of the symbols' values as either less than or greater than the target
value). This is, Task A consists of non-cognitive factors (call them a, and a,) and cognitive factors (t,
b2 b3) while Task B consists of the identical factors associated with Task A, except that Task B also
requires an additio idi processing step (c, c2 ). Thus, the only difference between tasks, is that Task B
includes an additional cognitive processing requirement (c, c2)

3
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Figure 2. Symbols and Associated Values Used in both Cognitive Task Conditions
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Figure 3. Dual Task Presentation Display Under Cognitive Condition B.
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Using the same kind of logic involved in the Stemberg's memory-search paradigm, it should be
possible to plot performance as a function of task difficulty, and G level to determine whether
decrements are the result of cognitive or non-cognitive factors. For example, suppose our results
Indicate the relationship shown in Figure 4(a). Here we see no difference in performance as a function
of G level of Task A, but a substantial performance decrement for Task B. If only Task A data were
available, we would have erroneously concluded that G level does not affect task performance.
However, with both tasks available, we can determine the precise relationship between G level and
performa .ce.

Using the logic presented above, we know the difference in performance for Task B cannot be due
to non-cognitive factors since both tasks must be Identical sensory requirements (a, and a2). The
difference must be attributed to the additional cognitive (central processing) factors required in Task B.
The conclusion to be drawn from this example, is that deficits at higher levels of G are most likely due
to cognitive decrements rather than, say, visual field narrowing (sensory factors).

On the other hand, suppose we find a result similar to that shown in Figure 4(b). Here, overall
performance at high G is worse than that at low G, but the rate of change between tasks remains the
same (i.e., the lines have identical slope). In this example, we would have also concluded that G level
affects performance, but the determination of which factor (cognitive or non-cognitive) is responsible
for the decrement is different. In this case, the data suggests that differences in performance between
low and high G are probably due to non-cognitive (sensory) factors. That is, since the difference in
performance between low and high G levels is identical regardless of task condition, this difference must
be associated with a factor which is common to both tasks; namely, sensory features. The central
processing requirements for Task A and Task B do by design, differ, and thus cannot be responsible
for similar performance differences within tasks. Their contribution must be negligible, otherwise, it
would be very unlikely to find identical slopes. At very high levels of G, it could be proposed that these
differences were most likely due to visual field distortions.

Determining the relative contributions of cognitive and non-cognitive factors to performance will be
particularly essential when these tasks are incorporated into the primary study to be conducted on the
cents ifuge.

PROCEDURE

Upon entering the test area, subjects were given the task instruction sheet to read, and any
questions that remained were answered. The structure of the practice session was then described by
the experimenter. The practice sessions consisted of five, 10 minute sessions presented in the following
order: (1) tracking task alone, (2) Condition A alone, (3) Condition A with the tracking task, (4)
Condition B alone, and (5) Condition B with the tracking task. During the four sessions which utilized
Conditions A and B, cognitive task stimuli symbol sets were displayed until the subject made a
response.

The experimental session consisted of the same task duration, however, the order of presentation
was counterbalanced among the 15 subjects. Between each task, subjective rating of workload were
obtained using the NASA Task Load Index (TLX) (Hart & Staveland, 1988)5. The TLX was presented on
the screen and the subjects were given instruction on how to complete the index.

The NASA TLX Is a multi-dimensional rating procedure that provides an overall workload score
based on a weighted average of ratings on six subscales: (1) Mental Demands (MD); (2) Physical
Demands (PD); (3) Temporal Demands (TD); (4) Own Performance (OP); (5) Effort (EF); and (6)
Frustration (FR). The extent to which each subscale contributes to overall workload was determined
by subject responses to pairwise comparisons among the six scales. There were 15 possible pairwise
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comparisons among the six scales. Subjects selected the member of each pair which contributed the
most to the workload of that task. This part of the evaluation procedure provided the weights, which
could range from 0 (not relevant) to 5 (more important than any other factor). The second part of the
evaluation procedure required subjects to rate the magnitude of each factor on a Likert-type scale.
Each scale was presented as a line divided into 20 equal intervals anchored by bipolar descriptors like
"High"/"Low'. Each interval on the line represented a value of five. Thus, a particular factor could be
assigned a rating ranging from 0 to 100. An overall workload score was computed by multiplying each
factor rating by its associated weight. This sum of weighted ratings for each task was then divided by
15 (the maximum sum of the weights) to provide an overall weighted workload score (WWL). Both the
raw scores associated with each of the six scales, and the overall weighted workload score could range
in value from 0 to 100.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

The experiment was designed so that single and dual task performance measures, composed of
several different dependent variables, could be obtained. The tracking task was evaluated using a root-
mean-square error (RMSE) analysis. The cognitive tasks were assessed using mean reaction time, as
well as percent correct. The TLX was used to gather workload measurements on single and dual
performance.

RESULTS

TRACKING TASK

Table 1 shows the Mean RMS Error for: (1) the tracking task, (2) tracking task with Condition A,
and (3) tracking task with Condition B. These data were submitted to a 5 x 3 (5 levels of order x 3
tracking tasks) factorial analysis of variance, with repeated measures on the last factor. This analysis
indicated a significant main effect for tracing, f(2,20) = 14.07, p, .001. Tracking alone demonstrated
the smallest RMS error (1.58), while tracking with Condition B produced the largest RMS error (3.32).
A Newman-Keuls post-hoc analysis revealed significant differences between: (1) tracking, and tracking
with Condition A (p < .01), and (2) tracking, and tracking with Condition B (p < .01). There was no
significant difference between tracking with Condition A and tracking with Condition B in terms of RMS
error. That is, tracking was not affected by the difficulty level of the cognitive task. The main effect for
order and the interaction of order x tracking were not significant.

COGNITIVE TASK

Table 2 shows the Mean Correct Response for: (1) Condition A, (2) Condition B, (3) Condition A
with tracking, and (4) Condition B with tracking. A 5 x 4 (5 levels of order x 4 levels of cognitive task)
factorial analysis of variance, with repeated measures on the last factor, was computed on the percent
correct response data. None of the effects were significant. That is, cognitive performance was similar
regardless of difficulty and despite the fact that, in two conditions, dual task performance was required.

RESPONSE TIMES

Table 3 shows the Mean Correct Response Latency data for: (1) Condition A, (2) Condition B, (3)
Condition A with tracking, and (4) Condition B with tracking. The resulting 5 x 4 (5 levels of order x 4
levels of response condition) repeated measures factorial analysis of variance indicated a significant
main effect for response condition, F (3,30) = 25.25, p , .001. Condition A alone, resulted in the most
rapid response latency (0.93 sec), while Condition B with tracking, produced the longest response delay
(3.68 sec). A Newman-Keuls analysis revealed significant differences between: (1) Condition A and
Condition B (p, .01), (2) Condition A and Condition B with tracking (p < .01, (3) Conditions B and

9
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Table 1.

Root Mean Square Error For Tracking Conditions.

TASK CONDITION RMS ERROR (MEAN) STANDARD DEVIATION

TRACKING 1.58 1.06

Tracking w/Cognitive 2.59 1.87
(Condition A)

Tracking w/Cognitive 3.32 2.23
(Condition B)

Table 2.

Mean Correct Response For Cognitive Task Conditions.

TASK CONDITION MEAN CORRECT (%) STANDARD DEVIATION

Cognitive (A) 97.3 0.58

Cognitive (B) 95.2 0.82

Cognitive (A) w/Tracking 94.0 3.26

Cognitive (B) w/Tracking 94.7 1.55

Table 3.

Mean Response Latency For Cognitive Conditions.

TASK CONDITION MEAN RESPONSE (SEC) STANDARD DEVIATION

Cognitive (A) 0.93 0.40

Cognitive (B) 3.19 1.44

Cognitive (A) w/Tracking 1.28 0.88

Cognitive (B) w/Tracking 3.68 2.02

Condition A with tracking (g < .01), (4) Condition B and Condition A with tracking (2 < .01), and (5)
Condition A with tracking and Condition B with tracking (p < .01). Neither of the effects comparing
condition A and Condition A with tracking, or Condition B and Condition B with tracking, were
significantly different In terms of response latency.

In order to determine whether the addition of the tracking task had any affect on overall response
latency, contrast coefficients combining both single tasks (Condition A and B) were compared to both
cognitive tasks with tracking (Cognitive A with tracking and Cognitive B with tracking). This comparison
was significant (p < .05), indicating that the addition of a tracing task affect response latency for the

10
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cognitive conditions. This finding is represented in Figure 5, which plots reaction time as a function of
cognitive condition and tracking condition (on/off). Figure 5 indicates that while the slope representing
performance differences between Condition A alone and Condition B alone is similar, overall reaction
time was slower with the addition of the tracking task.

WORKLOAD

Table 4 shows the Mean Workload Scores by subscale for the NASA TLX. Workload sccres were
obtained for the following conditions: (1) tracking task, (2) Condition A, (3) Condition A with tracking,
(4) Condition B, and (5) Condition B with tracking. Separate one-way analysis of variances (ANOVAs)
with six factors (TLX subscales) were conducted on the data for each of the five conditions listed above.
Table 5 shows the results of these analyses. The analysis demonstrated a significant difference between
subscales for the following conditions: (1) Condition A with tracking, F(5,40) = 3.13, p < .05 (2)
Condition B, F(5,40) = 8.95, p < .001, and (3) Condition B with tracking, E(5,40) = 4.75, 2 < .01. There
were no significant differences between subscales for either tracking task; alone, or Condition A alone.

Table 4.

Mean Workload Scores For Each Task Condition.

CONDITION/SUBSCALE MEAN TLX SCORE STANDARD DEVIATION

Tracking/MD 31.7 29.4

Tracking/PD 41.1 19.0

Tracking/TD 38.3 25.4

Tracking/EF 57.8 20.5

Tracking/OP 40.0 23.7

Tracking/FR 46.1 24.2

Tracking/WWL 46.2 16.4

Cognitive (A)/MD 37.8 23.9

Cognitive (A)/PD 24.4 17.4

Cognitive (A)/TD 42.2 31.6

Cognitive (A)/EF 39.4 31.3

Cognitive (A)/OP 19.4 10.7

Cognitive (A)/FR 40.0 34.0

Cognitive (A)/WWL 36.0 17.4

Cognitive (A) w/Tracking/MD 61.1 26.2

Cognitive (A) w/Tracking/PD 65.6 17.2

Cognitive (A) w/Tracking/TD 52.8 25.9

11
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Table 4.

Mcan Workload Scores For Each Task Condition (Contd).

Cognitive (A) w/Tracking/EF 74.4 16.9

Cognitive (A) w/Tracking/OP 39.4 18.4

Cognitive (A) w/Tracking/FR 64.4 24.4

Cognitive (A) w/ 65.0 10.7
Tracklng/WWL

Cognitive (B)/MD 76.7 11.7

Cognitive (B)/PD 35.6 18.8

Cognitive (B)/TD 46.1 23.7

Cogn ,,ve (B)/EF 76.7 11.

Cognitive (B)/OP 34.4 18.6

Cognitive (B)/FR 50.6 27.7

Cognitive (B)/WWL 62.3 9.7

Cognitive (B) w/Tracking/MD 88.3 8.7

Cognitive (B) w/Tracking/PD 72.8 26.8

Cognitive (B) w/Tracking/TD 67.8 18.9

Cognitive (B) w/Tracking/EF 87.8 16.8

Cognitive (B) w/Tracking/OP 53.3 20.9

Cognitive (B) w/Tracking/FR 68.9 21.3

Cognitive (B) w/Tracking/ 78.3 11.6
WWL

In order to simplify the interpretation of the TLX, an additional ANOVA was conducted on the overall
workload Index (WWL) for all five conditions (see Table 5). Results showed a significant difference in
workload between conditions, F(4,32) = 13.62, D < .001. As anticipated, the greatest overall workload
was reported for dual task performance involving the cognitive task (Condition B) with tracking (TLX
mean = 78.3), while the least workload was Involved In performing Condition A alone (TLX mean =
36.0). Subjects generally found the tracking task more demanding (TLX mean = 46.2) than Condition
A (TLX mean = 36.0). Mean WWL scores reflected the fact that subjects rated the cognitive iask
(Condition A) as least demanding overall, while the dual task situation (Condition B with tracking) was
rated as most demanding in terms of workload.

12
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Table 5.

Analysis Of Variance For Workload Scores (TLX).

EFFECT df MS df MS F p

EFFECT EFFECT ERROR ERROR

Tracking 5 700.83 40 359.17 1.95 0.110

Cognitive (A) 5 811.11 40 502.57 1.61 0.180

Cognitive 5 1321.85 40 422.27 3.13 0.050
(A)/Tracking

Cognitive (B) 5 3278.89 40 366.18 8.95 0.001

Cognitive b 1591.85 40 335.39 4.75 0.010
(B)/Tracking

WWL 4 2481.86 32 182.22 13.62 0.001

DISCUSSION

It is clear that performance on both tasks (tracking/cognitive), whether performed alone or in dual
task situations, was representative of performance reported in the literature. That is, single task
performance and, in general, resulted in better performance (at least in terms of response latencies).
The only case where this did not occur was associated with Mean Correct Response. If one only looks
at the percent correct across the four cognitive task conditions (Table 2), it becomes apparent that the
addition of a tracking task does not affect Mean Correct Response. N'ot unless one examines the
latency data, does it become apparent that performance differences do occur. Here we see a
speed/accuracy trade-off, in that subjects apparently were taking more time to respond to a more
difficult task, but were just as accurate as in the easier conditions. Thus, it seems that mean response
latencies and workload (as measured by the TLX), are best able to discriminate between tne five
conditions designed in the current study.

The present study has demonstrated that tasks can be designed to capture data within relatively
brief performance periods. In general, during a 15 second period, approximately 3 to 10 data points
were collected during each session. Obviously, this wide range is due to the level of task difficulty
experienced by the subjects. Thus, it would appear that "sufficient" data can be collected during a brief
period of exposure to high G on the centrifuge. The second problem, that of separating sensory and
cognitive components of performance, was resolved with the use of a modified Steinberg task. The key
Issue here, is whether the tasks are sensitive enough to distinguish what may be subtle effects
attributable to cognitive and non-cognitive factors.

14
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